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black hole attack, 237
BPMN, 195






Colored Petri Net, 253
combinatorial testing, 271
communication network, 17
connected dominating set, 121
constraint rules, 271
cooperative games, 17
core features and accuracy, 181
cost allocation, 17
cross validation, 133











fusion rule threshold, 111
fuzzy spatio-temporal object, 323
fuzzy XML, 293
GloMoSim, 31
gray hole attack, 237
grouping, 79
induction rules, 1


















mobile ad hoc networks, 121
mobile agent, 149














penguins search optimisation algorithm, 165
Petri Net, 253
possibility, 293




query, 79, 293, 323
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support vector machine, 133, 369
testing Web Services, 271
threshold acceptance, 369













worm hole attack, 237
WSDL, 271
